
spotLESS Materials is an advanced materials coatings 
company delivering the best-performing environmentally 
sustainable non-stick coatings to the market. Led by a 
team of world-renowned mechanical and materials engi-
neering experts, spotLESS Materials provides anti-fouling 
coating solutions to industrial partners and offers a range 
of consumer products. 

Our patented and patent pending non-stick coating tech-
nologies have demonstrated best-in-class liquid and solid 
repellent performance compared to other industry-lead-
ing coating products. At industrial scale, we provide 
advanced coating solutions to our partners to create 
valued-enhancing products across a variety of industries.

Advanced Materials for Non-Stick Applications

Contamination from liquid and 
solid waste leads to bacteria fouling 
and foul odors, adding  cleaning and 
maintenance costs

Automotive sensor blindness 
can be hazardous; it also is a 
roadblock in the development 
of autonomous vehicles

Barnacle and algae fouling leads 
to an increase in fuel consump-
tion, equipment downtime, and 
cleaning costs for underwater 
devices

Sanitation Automotive

Marine

Ice and dust can significantly 
reduce efficiency of energy 
production systems

Energy

With an easy coating process, 
spotLESS coatings turn any glass 
into easy-clean, hydrophobic glass

Exteriors

Fouling across medical applica-
tions can increase cleaning times 
or result in life-threatening 
infections

Medical

For a complete album of demo videos, visit
www.spotlessmaterials.com/pages/demos

or scan the QR code

While each industry has its own specific sticky problems, industries share a common pain: 
surface contamination compromises the reliability of their end product. Relevant surfaces 

need to be regularly cleaned, repaired, or replaced, which is time consuming and expensive.  

This is where spotLESS Materials comes in.



spotLESS Materials partners with global businesses seeking a range of anti-fouling solutions for their end 
products or internal processes. 

If we already have a solution that meets your needs, we can arrange pilot and bulk product sales. 

Many clients come to us with their most challenging surface contamination problems; for clients like these, 
we offer lab-scale, product integration, and at-scale evaluation services prior to bulk sales discussions.  

If you are interested in learning more, drop us a note at partnerships@spotlessmaterials.com!

Consumer Products/Bulk Sales

Find out more at  www.spotlessmaterials.com

The spotLESS Difference

Repels sticky solids and 
liquid

Applies in minutes

Prevents ice 
accumulation

Prevents mineral 
buildup

Partner with spotLESS

R&D/Proof-of-Concept Testing Full-Scale Integration

Fully optically 
transparent

spotLESS Materials Inc
200 Innovation Blvd

State College, PA 16803
parnerships@spotlessmaterials.com

Reduces use of aggressive 
cleaning chemicals

spotLESS coatings are compatible 
with a broad spectrum of glass, 

ceramic, metasl, and plastics


